Team, represented by authors, develops a direction, related with support of strategic decision-making in energy sector based on concepts of situation management and semantic modeling. The architecture of instrumental system, called Situational polygon, which is designed for decision-making support is shown. One of the main components of this system is Contingency Management Language or CML (with main focus on management in critical situations conditions in energy). This article deals with approaches to implementation of CML, based on usage of situation calculus and special software complex Semp-TAO.
Introduction
Problem of intelligent support of decision-making is truly relevant, especially due to spread of the concept on the intelligent energy system in Russia [1] . The authors of paper [2] say that due to the specific economic situation in Russia the Smart Grid concept has become more popular there. Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy System, like most power companies in Russia has chosen the Smart Grid concept of "Intelligent System" implementation. Moreover, this company tries to support and finance national equipment and material manufacturers; they have a special program for them. Also, some pilot projects in Siberia, in the Far East, in North West are realized with the support of this company. However, implementation of this concept requires (1) improvement of technological infrastructure, (2) development and (3) application of modern information technologies to manage it. The first one is directly connected with strategic decision-making in developing energy and demands intellectualization of tools to support decisionmaking.
The semiotic approach proposed by the authors integrates the methods of situation management, semantic modeling and cognitive graphics.
State of Art
The situation calculus has been widely applied in the multi-agent modeling. Thus, in [3] the authors discuss the possibility to employ a new approach to deriving new knowledge in multi-agent systems to eventually let an agent act with available data only, instead of inquiring knowledge from all agents. In paper [4] they describe the approach to verify temporal properties of agents possessing incomplete knowledge on the world and using situation calculus bounded action theories. Besides, in [5] the researchers proposed to employ situation calculus and event calculus in the general theory of steady models and answer set programming. In [6] the research team reports creating the prototype language of programming to manage the YAGI robot. YAGI has been designed with Golog language involved and based on situation calculus.
In our case semantic modeling is targeted to integrate various sources of data. Article [7] supports usage of semantic technologies for designing models of urban electric networks. A semantic energy information framework brings together the data sources at different scales and from different domains, as well as some energy simulation and assessment tools that interact with the semantically modeled data. An ontology based on a vocabulary of concepts shared by experts has been created through the following process: capturing the experts knowledge about a specific problem regarding the energy efficiency of an urban area and the data needed to model it; creating an informal vocabulary through the terms referred to technical standards, and creating a formal vocabulary according to the Ontology Web Language specifications. The authors of paper [8] employed semantic modeling of engineering data for creating the ontologies capable to extract data for intellectual engineering applications. Whereas in [9] , they suggest to apply semantic approach for searching and visualizing academic information.
Since 2013, the authors of this article have been supporting semantic technologies for cognitive, eventtrigger and probabilistic (based on the Bayesian networks of confidence) modeling [10] .
Semiotics is the science studying the properties of signs, signed and symbol systems used through process of communication. It has been currently intensely developed worldwide [11] .
The semiotic approach to constructing the intellectual systems was proposed by Russian scientist D.А. Pospelov, who believed, that the elements of sign or semiotic systems investigated in semiotics can vary, and the variability and conventionality of signs would let the effective intellectual systems to be created.
The semiotic approach is applicable for developing the system to plan the behaviour and routes of robots. These robots are considered as the agents sharing the same goal acting in the 2D space, which might change in time [12] . In article [13] the researchers show the possibility to stick to the semiotic approach in critical reasoning.
It is noteworthy, that the authors have not found the information on the development of utilization of situation calculus in power engineering and with reference to situation management systems, as well as data on the efforts to utilize the situаtion calculus in the field of situation management. Now, we will main concepts of situation management, semiotic approach and situation calculus into closer consideration.
Situation Management
Term "situation management" was introduced in the 1960's by Pospelov D.A, the founder of this trend. Initially, term "model management" was used, this concept was actively developed by Pushkin V.N. and Pospelov D.A. Then, the concept "situation model" was introduced. With the advent of the Pospelov D.A.'s article [14] the term "situation management" replaces all the rest.
In modern articles, situation management is interpreted as follows. The aggregation of the current state of the object (state vector X) and its external environment (disturbance vector F) stands for current situation C. Then, C = < X, F >. Concept of full situation is being introduced: S = < C, G >, where С -current situation, G -management goal.
Then, management goal G may be represented as goal situation Gg , to which current situation must be adjusted. Thus, S = <C, Gg >. Assuming that current situation С is a part of some class Q', and goal situation G g is a part of Q'', it is critical to find such management (control vector U), which belongs to a number of admissible actions Ω u and provides required transformation of one class of situations to the other:
So, situation management appears as a relation:
, which matches pair "current situation -goal situation" with the desired result -management U.
In terms of situation management the energy security is thought to be the management of extreme situations in the energy sector or contingency management. Under term "extreme situations" both critical and emergency situations are pictured in accordance with scale "normal -precrisis -crisis", the critical situation being particularly stressed upon [10] . The concept is primarily employed for situation management of the Russian energy systems and fuel and the sector in general, with special focus on the requirements to energy security [15] .
Semiotic approach
In areas close to the informatics semiotics is used in such areas as data processing, algorithms that provide processing of texts in natural language, artificial languages, compilation of cartographic images, special schemes and plans. It is noted by leading semiotics scientists that semiotics has insufficient dissemination in technical areas, or more precisely, lack of works in this areas. The foundations of the semiotic approach to the construction of intelligent systems for the management of technical systems in Russia were laid in the works of Pospelov D.A and Osipov G.S. Pospelov D.A. introduced the definition of semiotic model, which was later detailed by Osipov G.S. [16] . According to Osipov, one can define semiotic model such as:
T -set of main symbols; R -set of syntactic rules; A -set of facts about subject area; P -set of rules for finding solutions (pragmatic rules);
 -rules for altering T;  -rules for altering R;  -rules for altering A;  -rules for altering P.
In other words, unlike formal models, where elements that forms set T has hard syntax, hard semantics and hard pragmatics, in semiotic models all these properties of elements of set T are available for changes; this is the characteristic feature of signs -the elements of the symbolic, or semiotic, systems studied in semiotics. Such systems are closely related with human activity, it is the variability and conventionality of signs that make this activity effective.
It is worth to note that, semiotic approach in Russia is developing, in particular, in works of Osipov G.S., Vagin V.N., Eremeev A.P. (real time intelligent systems of semiotic type), Kulinich A.A. (semiotic model of cognitive experience) and many others. But in the same time, those works are mostly theoretical.
One of the approaches offered by the authors is to integrate of methods of situation management, which are based on usage of semiotic approach, semantic modeling and situation calculus for development of intelligent systems of semiotic type for decisionmaking support in energetics [10] . Now, the basic concepts of situation calculus will be considered briefly.
Situation Calculus
In 1963, to describe the model of the world, McCarthy put forward an idea to employ the apparatus of mathematical logics. So he created situation calculus as the formal apparatus for building the world model and reasoning about impacts on this world [17] . The basics of the method are:  Situation -logical formula that describes complete state of the world at a particular moment in time.  Fluent -predicates or functions, which values change from one situation to another  Transition from one situation to another is carried out with special fluent "result".
Purpose of situation calculus is to formalize situations, actions and their causal relationships for some systems. The most common usage area of situation calculus is agent-based modeling [18] .
It is proposed to solve two types of problems with situation calculus: Designing problem -result determination of execution of concrete sequence of actions Planning problem -finding a sequence of actions letting us achieve certain result [18] .
The language of contingency management intuitively assumes that some initial situation exists, and the environment changes from situation to situation while the actions proceed. It is also believed that there are no situations, besides those that can be reached through executing actions. This language is specified by the concepts: categories, predicates and functions [19] Three Functorial function also contains single argument s, which value belongs to category of situations S. Function value belongs to category D.
The key concepts for situation calculus are the objects, object's variables, categories, standard predicates and function, as well as micro situations, states, actions, measures, units and time. Using these concepts, it is feasible to model situations, systematize and classify objects and their features, perform analysis of situations and dynamics of their changes and formulate inference rules for the choice of management decisions.
Intelligent Decision-Making Support System
"Situational Polygon"
At the moment, in the laboratory, represented by the authors, an intelligent decision support system "Situation polygon" is being developed [20] . Its architecture is shown on fig. 1 . Structure of this system was developed with aim to its implementation as clientserver web application. Work with this application is carried out through the graphical user interface: here user of the system can determine the purpose of working with the system (e.g., search of ontologies in database, work with semantic modeling toolsOntoMap, CogMap, etc.). Server side of the application consists of:
• Core -controls user actions, calls semantic modeling tools, works with records in database and Repository.
• Repository -stores models created by knowledge engineers.
• Semantic modeling tools -their work will be implemented with the help of multi-agent technology. Those tools are already implemented by the team represented by authors • Database -stores system settings and models created by users.
• CML -connects other system components, describes data in the Repository and is used for formation of a sequence of actions. There will be three users' roles:
• Regular user -has access to semantic modeling tools, models and data in Repository, and also can store his own models in database • Knowledge engineer -same features as regular user, but additionally he can create and edit models in Repository and has access to all models in database, for purpose of adding some of them to the Repository.
• Administrator -has access to all models in system and also performs administrative functions. Next, we will briefly describe structure of Contingency Management Language. [21] . Fig. 2 shows metaontology of CML.
Simple construction (XYZ) is intended for knowledge description, where X and Z are the terms or names, and Y is the relation or action. Now, we will consider two approaches and how it is possible to utilize them for development of CML.
Situation calculus as development of semiotic approach
Situation calculus is the tool for situation formalization in dynamic state to fix up a combination of facts and properties of objects and environment, in which these objects operate. It is a formal system, based on the firstorder predicate logic, so, it can be considered as the logical language to describe dynamics of environment change. With this formal language it is feasible to express all knowledge about the environment, the subject area, which is required for solving the proposed task. Semantics define the meaning of these sentences. Symbols are compared with the objects of real world, and the sentences correspond to the relations between objects.
The language of situation calculus intuitively assumes that some initial situation exists, and the environment changes from situation to situation while the actions proceed. It is also believed that there are no situations, besides those that can be reached through executing actions. This language is specified by the concepts: categories, predicates and functions and the key concepts for situation calculus are the objects, object's variables, categories, standard predicates and function, as well as micro situations, states, actions, measures, units and time. Using these concepts, it is feasible to model situations, systematize and classify objects and their features, perform analysis of situations and dynamics of their changes and formulate inference rules for the choice of management decisions.
One of the authors' proposal is to consider semantic modeling as one of the directions of semiotic modeling, in which the graphic representation of the developed models predominates, with elements of cognitive graphics. Similarity of basic concepts of situation management and situation calculus makes it possible to integrate these approaches.
The ontology of situation calculus, depicted in Fig.  3 , was built with principal concepts of situation calculus and those of situation management, which were described above.
Intersection with concepts of situation management is reflected in situation classification that was included into ontology, as well as in the concepts "object", "action and "state".
Consider some of the language relationships [22] , displayed in Fig. 2 . They are referred to the component of knowledge description and compared with the concepts of situation calculus language, to be represented through: Tentative analysis shows that in such a way it is possible to consider all proposed relationships and to compare them with the basic concepts of situation calculus language.
Software Complex Semp-TAO
This complex is based on the knowledge representation model, which combines both classical and modern tools of representation and processing of knowledge: frames, semantic networks, production systems [23] . The main tool of representing declarative knowledge in the environment is the semantic network. The processes of output and processing of information are specified in the form of production systems which work on a semantic network.
Based on this model, the language of representation and processing of knowledge was developed, which is intended for specification of applications in various subject areas and has a rich set of tools [24] . It allows to represent domain concepts in the form of object classes and relationships, enter new data types and specify the required output and processing processes in applications, and includes the tools necessary for creation of user interfaces and work with text files. Now, we'll take into consideration how with the help of Semp-TAO language it's possible to describe structure of some objects, which are used in decisionmaking support system. First, create the following base classes:
• commonObject -describes common object in the system. It has following fields: "name" (object's name), "global_id" (object identifier in database), "owner_id" (identifier of the model to which the object belongs) and "inner_id" (object identifier inside of the model).
• commonRelationStruct -describes common relation between objects. It has following fields: "global_incoming_id" (global identifier of the object, where relation starts), "inner_incoming_id" (inner identifier of the object, where relation starts), "global_outer_id" (global identifier of the object, where relation ends), "inner_outer_id" (inner identifier of the object, where relation ends) and "value" (some relation value).
• commonMap -describes common object of the model. It has following fields: "global_id" (model identifier in database), "name" (model name) and "description" (model description). Now, on the example of ontology, it'll be shown how one can use classes, described above to describe ontology. Preliminarily, we'll create class, which describes ontology concept with following fields: "incoming_relations" (set of object incoming relations) and "outgoing_relations" (set of outgoing relations). This class is inherited from commonObject class. Then, ontology class is described, it consists from single field "objects", which is a set of ontology concepts. Also, this class extends commonMap class.
Thus, one can see that it is possible to describe the concepts of the contingency management language using the Semp-TAO language.
Conclusion
In this article, main concepts of situation management, semiotic approach and situation calculus were considered. Structure of "Situational polygon" -intelligent decision-making support system in energy sector was shown and one of its basic componentsContingency Management Language (CML) was briefly considered. Also, two approaches to implementation of CML were presented.
